T-shirt - Hackney Lesbian Strength and Gay Pride
1993

Object: T-shirt

Place of origin: Great Britain (made)

Date: 1993 (made)

Artist/Maker: Unknown

Materials and Techniques: Printed cotton

Credit Line: Given in memory of Richard Velleman

Museum number: T.601-1997

Gallery location: In Storage

Descriptive line
Printed cotton T-shirt for Hackney Gay Pride, Great Britain, 1993

Physical description
White cotton T-shirt printed with 'Hackney Lesbian Strength and Gay Pride 1993'.

Dimensions
Length: 675 mm centre back nape to hem, Width: 541 mm pit to pit, Weight: 0.2 kg

Museum number
T.601-1997

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O301452/hackney-lesbian-strength-and-gay-t-shirt-unknown/